
STRAIGHT SLIM BLACK PULL HANDLE

Size Straight Product Code O�set Product Code Centres Material Construction Coating Guarantee

900mm PH900-BLACK-SLIM PH900OFF-BLACK-SLIM 700mm Stainless Steel LIFETIME

1200mm PH1200O-BLACK-SLIM PH1200OFF-BLACK-SLIM 1000mm Stainless Steel LIFETIME

1500mm PH1500-BLACK-SLIM PH1500OFF-BLACK-SLIM 1300mm Stainless Steel LIFETIME

Introducing the Black Pull Handle from UAP - a pinnacle of contemporary 

design and enduring quality. Crafted from marine-grade stainless steel,  

this pull handle boasts a superior durability and a luxurious black powder 

coated, ensuring a lasting aesthetic appeal with minimal maintenance.

The UAP new modern design in Black �nish incorporates the traditional 

elements of a pull handle, with a stainless-steel and minimalistic look.

Made from 1.2mm 316 grade stainless steel.

32mm diameter for sturdier construction.

All pull handles have two �xing points with

an individual plate on each.

Comes with an Allen Key and 2 Allen Bolts

on each of the up-stands.

3 �xing methods available – hidden �xings,

bolt through and back to back.

High quality black powder coated �nish.
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HIDDEN FIXINGS

The pull handle comes with two �xing points each with an individual 

plate. These are �tted to wooden and timber doors using three screws. 

The pull handle then attaches to the plates and is secured with the Allen 

bolts. The internal �xings are not visible on the door!

BOLT THROUGH

The bolt through method uses a brass thread reducer; this is included 

in one of the two accessory kits. The brass thread reducer has a 1.5mm 

thread on the outside which will thread into the upstand. On the internal 

of the reducer is an N8, this is an 8mm bolt through which provides an 

ideal position for an internal bolt to �t through. The two Allen bolts give 

extra protection against vibrations that may take e�ect on a main road 

causing bolts to come undone. With the Allen bolts this will not happen!

BACK TO BACK

We have developed a system which is incredibly easy to use and 

which will reduce �tting times to just seconds. Included in the second 

accessory kit is two plates which have holes all the way through. Once 

the plate is �tted on the inside of the door, the bolt can be pushed 

through the plate and screwed into the brass reducer. The internal pull 

handle would then be �tted using the hidden �x system. This o�ers an 

extremely strong back to back �xing method!

GUARANTEED

We guarantee the products and �nish against the following;

Surface Coating Failure

We guarantee that the above products will not tarnish for a period  

of 3 years on all products except PVD stainless steel which is  

guaranteed for a Lifetime coating guaranatee subject to;

1. The products are applied to a door, window frame or door

2. The products are �xed correctly using the correct �xings and are not 

scratched or damaged at any time during the installation process or 

thereafter

3. The products are cleaned monthly with a moist cloth and not with any 

form of cleaning agents

4. No claim will be accepted for any product that is scratched or 

mutilated or �tted incorrectly

MECHANICAL FAILURE

We guarantee that the above products will not fail mechanically 

in normal use during the 5 year guarantee period subject to the 

conditions outlined above.
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